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About This Game

"ThinkToDie" is a different and creative casual puzzle game where you have to find a way to die in order to pass the level. To
do so, you have to master different situations, combine objects, and time your actions.

The game starts with a small introduction/tutorial. The more levels you pass, the harder they will become, the more players you
will have to kill, the more you will have to think. Puzzle your way through over 145 levels. Furthermore, you have an option to

skip any level in case you get stuck in one of them.

Meanwhile in all other games your main goal is to survive, in "Think To Die" it`s exactly the other way round. If you love
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puzzles, classic and old-fashioned entertaining games, then this might be one you would enjoy a lot.

The game itself was inspired by the Karoshi Series, adding new puzzle mechanics, interesting puzzles and a lot of new features.

Features

 Over 145 levels

  Happy, not distracting background music

  Option to enable/disable Cartoon-Look

  From very easy to very hard levels!

  New and original game idea

  Fast gameplay

  Auto Save

  Option to skip any level you want

  100% free to play and no extra content DLCs or ingame purchases

  Single-Player only

  100% playable offline

  Multiple music tracks to prevent boring repetitions

  And much much more...

Control-Keys:

F10 skips a level

F8 flips camera

"C" changes player

"R" restarts level

"H" changes camera perspective

"P" pauses the game
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 "F1"enables/disables performance profiler

---------
----------
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Title: Think To Die
Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Felip Guimerà
Publisher:
FelGC.GamesDevelopment
Release Date: 22 Sep, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: i5

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: > 2 GB Graphics Card

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: You need DX11 support & an aspect ratio of 16:9, otherwise it will be resized.

English
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i think i'm about to die we'll see. think to die 2. think don't die signs in south dakota. think i'm going to die anxiety. i think i'm
going to die everyday. i think i'll die alone. think or die ブログ. i think i'm fixin to die rag. i think i'm going to die alone. i think
i'm going to die in a car crash. i think i'm going to die a virgin. i think i'm ready to die now. think to die jogo. so unafraid to die
you think i did it before lyrics. think tanks die beratung der gesellschaft. think i am going to die. think you're going to die. i
think my master means to die shortly. i think i'm ready to die. think limbic die macht des unbewussten. think i'll die now. think
globally die locally. think gonna die. think or die. i think i am going to die everyday. think why die. i think i'm going to die this
year. think to die download. think just die. think to die 1. i think i'm going to die from depression. i think i'm going to die
meme. i think i'd love to die alone. i think i'm going to die today. i think i'm going to die young. i think it's time to die. i think
i'm going to die song. think before die. think diesel alarm. think why die signs. think to die level 6. think to die 3. i think i'm
fixin to die rag lyrics. think to die walkthrough. think to die 2 walkthrough. think diesel. think is die. think to die mac. think to
die steam. think to die. think to die 2 game. think about die. don't think to die. think to die 2 download. i think i'm going to die
tonight. think to die level 10. think i'm going to die soon. think to die online. think to die game. markiplier think to die. i think
i'm going to die early. i think i'm going to die in my sleep. i think i'm going to die single. i think i'll die. think to die 32. i think
i'm going to die of not surprise

If you've ever said to your self "I want a fun, challenging tactical shooter I can play with my friends", than
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ slam that buy button and buckle the ♥♥♥♥ up for the best goddamn tactical shooter ever created. Made
in 2003, Ravenshield was the 3rd installment of the Rainbow Six series, and one of the first to be 3D. At its release, it featured a
whopping 50(!) guns to choose from and customize(in TWO THOUSAND THREE!). Despite its age(13 years as of this
review), this game continues to stand the test of time as the single greatest tactical shooter money can buy.. Glad to see the
return of this faction, but again this DLC is a bit pricy for a minor civilization.. Silly minigames and a swingin' 20's setup, big
daddy.. Thanks for making and sharing it. Well done.. Solar Gun is an FPS puzzle game with some shooting mechanics.

You know what this means...
it takes a lot of inspiration from Portal and various other indie puzzle games, both in world design, art style and puzzle design.
There are some visuals from 2001: A Space Odyssey for some reason. Using monolith imagery should make some kind of
sense, otherwise it's just a reference that doesn't mean anything.

The puzzles are typical, not exactly mind blowing, but they keep you occupied for a few minutes/hours. The environments aren't
quite illogical, but the attempt at worldbuilding is commendable.. This game is an absolute blast. It is fun, easy to pick up, but
also extremely difficult to master. Have only been through the first two zones and looking forward to seeing what else will be
unlocked!. Plays like a great SNES game from the hey day of 2d gaming.
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If you are like me, you are a person who looks at visual novels as interactive stories where you can place yourself in a character's
shoes and play how a scenario will go. This game certainly allows this but it is more of a choice pandering where you end up in
one of the character routes (not that there is anything wrong with that). In this case I do not think the story is that interactive.
HOWEVER, I RECOMMEND THIS GAME HIGHLY.

The reason I recommend this game is every arc, every character, has a story that can be taken as self-contained but also reveals
more about the story overall but not in a direct way. The main route is amazing. I laughed, I cried, and reminisced about better
days. All the side arcs are also well done to the point where I did not have a bad thing to say about any of them.

I rate this VN as a 9/10. The only thing I think is a miss is there is some pandering to be erotic, and not the sex scenes which for
the most part were well-done but romanticized. But it is a VN what do you expect. Everything else, music, characterization,
storytelling, is well-done. If you like VNs this is a winner.. I really liked this game. Even the start on the first screens promise a
real fresh and different RPG game. Also I loved the humour in this game and some characters were really adorable. :-)
For me the game didn't crashed once and everything went pretty smooth.
Definitely recommended when the game is on sale (otherwise the price is a bit too high). the story had me interested but the
issue with it eating 10 gbs in 10 minutes and before that it ate all my 32gbs of my system ram in about 1 hour and 30 minutes
this issue should really be fixed fast
and i would caution everyone to not buy this game until this is resolved. A very hard game. Especially for me as someone who
doesn't speak english as a native language.

I can see this game becoming popular and maybe even really competitive if it just got the right kind of advertisement through
Youtube, etc...

But instead of playing it competitively you can also just play it when scrabble is either too standard, you find no partner or you
are sick of waiting for your online opponent to play back.

The only thing is that even with my small vocabulary I already found that some words are not available, apart from the standard
curse words. e.g: English as a word, didn't work.... A \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing Masterpiece.

11\/10 -God.. I was EXTREMELY worried when purchasing this game for a number of reasons. It was .59 cents so thought "it
wasn't too much of a risk, I'll make a video and if its bad I'll just refund it"

All this game is: run through 20 different levels of mazes killing monsters, while finding the exit OR collecting the bottles
(emphasis on "OR" will be in the cons).

The title was very confusing, it was always "Maze of Pain", it still has that, but when adding to cart it now says "Monster
Defense", so whats the official name? It becomes very confusing.

Now to the Gameplay:

+Pros

- Graphics are not "excellent" as described on the page but they are good, no FPS drops and running a solid 280FPS with my
1080.

- Combat is SOLID, no glitches with your gun, the movement is a nice rhythmn, and aim and shoot works perfectly, also you
dont waste a whole clip taking down a monster, it only takes around 3 bullets. Movement is SOLID as well.

- Nice level design, each level maze is harder and longer with the obstacles, sometimes you can't hesitate you just have to GO.

-Don't have to worry about ammo or other guns to find (at least when I played), so you can just focus on
Monsters\/Obstacles\/Bottles\/Exit

- All this for 0.59 cents on sale, usually .99 cents.
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+ Cons

- When you look down a long corridor, the wall dissappears and then populates when you get closer to it, sometimes you think
the corridor continues and then "nope".

- Music is good, but it is REALLY loud, there are no options to turn it down, or to even change graphic\/resolution settings.
While recording I had to take my headset off because I couldn't hear what I was saying.

- Here is my big pet peeve, at the beginning of each level it says "Find the exit OR collect the bottles". When you find all the
bottles you complete the level and you go back to the main menu to select the next one unlocked. Then...I found an exit while
only needing one more bottle, I completed the level but then it DID NOT unlock the next one. The "OR" gives the impression
that you complete whichever comes first. That needs to be cleared up a little more.

- It took a while but the F1 for controls I finally noticed, the walls are mostly bright so the text controls are not as transparent
and hard to see, you have to move to a darker portion of the walls in order to read. Darker text would be better.

- Not a lot of communication from the devs (In fact none), I posted a discussion when it didn't get released the first time just
asking for any updates. No response. No updates or annoucements about the status of the game. More involvement with the
community to answer questions and respond to bugs is essential for the community becaue we are spending money to buy the
game, and we want to play it, plus it shows that you care about your project.

All in all 7.5\/10 enough for a thumbs up for me, just released so hopefully the devs will do some patches that it needs. A great
buy for the price.

I made a video discussing what you just read, check out the gameplay and form your own opinions. At first I though I was going
to refund but now I will keep it and play it more, a good game overall with potential.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=K_mFpVJN7Ns&feature=youtu.be. In all honesty, Hornby Virtual Railways is far better.
The UI for this game is clunky, with poor tooltips and long-winded readme. For someone who just wants to get stuck in and
have fun creating and designing, and eventually running a railway, this isn't the game for you. After just 1\/2 hour I was so
ridiculously frustrated with how things worked; I haven't played it since. Overall a waste of money.. A very interesting story!
I am really glad that I bought this one :)

It`s a textbased game, where by choices you can shape your life as adventurer (advance skills, affect relations etc.).
Serve the Crown or become a pirate!
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